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Abstract 
In place of stateless Web interactions that offer only a cheap imitation 
of the interactivity we’ve come to expect from our desktop operating 
systems, a new class of distributed applications is emerging – the Rich 
Internet Application (RIA). Combining real-time user interaction with rich 
user interface capabilities, Rich Internet Applications leverage 
increasingly sophisticated client-side technology to enable users to 
interact with and compose functionality from distributed applications no 
matter where they are located on the network. 
 
Nexaweb evolves the RIA with significant enhacements to their product 
line. Nexaweb Platform 4.5 adds the Universal Client Framework – a 
way of rendering client-side capabilities in Ajax, Java, and even .NET on 
an as-needed basis, combined with reliable, asynchronous, and 
sometimes-connected modes of interaction provided by their Internet 
Messaging Bus (IMB) and Event Notification Services (ENS). 
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Increased Needs for Usability and Accessibility 
 
The three primary business drivers for Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) are greater business agility, 
increased asset reuse, and the reduction of complexity through the abstraction of heterogeneity. 
Clearly, an organization is better able to achieve each of these business goals the more Services are 
available on the network. As a result, at some point organizations will have implemented enough 
Services that they will become indispensable—and even ubiquitous. Indeed, most organizations have 
already reached a tipping point with regards to the Services in their environment in that the emphasis 
has shifted from the creation of new Services to the composition and consumption of the Services 
already existing in the enterprise. This shift from production to consumption imposes significant new 
challenges on organizations looking to extract value from the Services they have put into place. In 
particular, this consumption-centric development requires enhanced usability, accessibility, and 
composition characteristics. 
 
What makes a Service useful is not simply its machine-processable interfaces, but also interfaces that 
humans can use. Services must be composable not only in theory, but also in practice. Clearly, it 
doesn’t matter how useful a Service-Oriented Business Application (SOBA) appears to be if the 
consumers of that SOBA prevent users from taking advantage of the flexibility that Service-orienting 
the application promised in the first place. It now seems that we’re approaching (or even passing) that 
tipping point as Service consumers with rich interfaces increasingly enable mashups and other 
collaborative capabilities of software. 
 
While it’s true that SOBAs require rich user interface functionality to ensure their promised flexibility, 
Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) built with Web 2.0 technologies like Ajax are only one set of interface 
options. Desktop applications ranging from spreadsheets to accounting packages will also be likely 
SOBA consumers. Also, since SOBAs enable Service-oriented processes, many SOBA consumers may 
simply be other SOBAs. Most importantly, SOBAs require governance. Clearly, no business would risk 
allowing any of its employees to assemble and reassemble business processes willy nilly, with no 
controls in place to ensure that the resulting SOBAs followed corporate policies. Implementing identity 
and access management for the SOBAs is only the first step in providing the necessary governance.  
 
In addition to the usability requirements of composition-centric SOA, new regulations are imposing 
requirements on applications to meet the needs of a broader range of users. In particular, the United 
States federal government has imposed rules that all electronic and information technology is 
accessible to people with disabilities. In particular, the law requires that any technology used by the 
US Federal Government is accessible to employees and members of the public with disabilities to the 
extent it does not pose an “undue burden.” While seeming to only impact those companies doing 
business with the government, this new regulation has forced companies to reconsider the way in 
which their human interfaces are built and in the new era of the Service-oriented consumer, do so in a 
loosely coupled way that facilitates reuse, composition, and agility in the face of continued change and 
heterogeneity. 

Nexaweb Platform 4.5 
 
Addressing these latest challenges for usability and accessibility in the era of Service-oriented 
computing, Nexaweb offers the Nexaweb Platform 4.5, an evolution of their Enterprise Web 2.0 
(EW2.0) platform that provides an application framework for creating rich Internet applications 
leveraging SOA approaches.  
 
The core benefits of the Nexaweb Platform include RIA capabilities that provide the look-and-feel 
expected of desktop applications merged with the capabilities of distributed Internet applications that 
leverage live access to data and real-time alerts, guaranteed message delivery and off-line computing 
support. In addition, the platform enables “zero-delay” application startup and updates with advanced 
application caching and self-deployment capabilities across multiple client platforms and devices. By 
leveraging the browser as a universal client, the Nexaweb platform enables applications to leverage 
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client-side intelligence to allow applications to run faster (the company claims Nexaweb applications 
are 70% more responsive and with 90% less network traffic).  
 
The Nexaweb Enterprise Web 2.0 Platform consists of two components: server-side Nexaweb 
capabilities that provide a means to represent user interface and consumer logic in a loosely coupled 
manner, and the Nexaweb Studio that provides a visual, drag-and-drop environment for RIA creation. 
The platform utilizes a flexible XML framework and a visual, Eclipse-based development environment 
to provide a rich UI, declarative data binding and a robust communications layer to enable enterprises 
and their Ajax and Java developers to rapidly deploy enterprise-class applications over the Web. 
 
What makes the platform as a whole interesting is its Universal Client Framework (UCF) – a zero-install 
mechanism that enables users to develop applications that can be rendered at runtime in Ajax, Java, 
and .NET, technology while providing a consistent runtime and development experience.  
Nexaweb UCF provides a single development and runtime environment that allows enterprise 
developers to provide Ajax, Java, and .NET consumer user interfaces based on the specific deployment 
needs. In the UCF, Ajax or Java clients download on-the-fly within a standard Web browser 
environment.  
 
In addition to the UCF, the company provides the Nexaweb Internet Messaging Bus (IMB) and Event 
Notification Services (ENS) as a means to provide reliable, asynchronous, and sometimes-connected 
modes of interaction. The IMB manages communication between Service consumers and providers, 
regardless of the rendering, and provides consistent application performance across a variety of 
bandwidth and network considerations. The Nexaweb ENS extends support for tracking events 
associated with accessing data sources such as Web services and databases, providing event 
handling based on whether data changed or when the data request has been completed. 
 
The Nexaweb Enterprise Data Service Framework brings together Nexaweb’s client-side declarative 
data binding and server-side Services framework to allow developers to bind to a variety of legacy and 
other data sources as well as consume third-party Web Services. The Nexaweb Data Validation 
Framework furthers the value proposition by providing both declarative as well as programmatic 
means to validate logic between Service consumers and providers. The data validation framework 
verifies that form fields have been filled out properly and checks for the presence of required fields, 
data types, and minimum and maximum values, without requiring custom coding.  
 
The Nexaweb Studio product provides an Eclipse-based Integrated Development Environment (IDE) 
that utilizes a visual, drag-and-drop mechanism for RIA development. The product provides features 
wizards for UI event registration, a source editor complete with type-ahead syntax validation, and 
custom tag-to component-mapping through a standards-based visual design environment. The Studio 
product also provides testing, debugging and provisioning with a rich set of development tools 
integrated directly with Eclipse.  
 
In addition to the Nexaweb Platform and Studio products, the company is championing the eXtensible 
Ajax Platform (XAP) as a way of advancing the state of the art for Ajax-based client-side applications. 
XAP is an open source, declarative framework for building Ajax-based RIAs, now established at the 
Apache Software Foundation. XAP provides an XML-based framework for building, deploying and 
maintaining rich, interactive, Ajax-powered web applications. The XAP project leverages existing Ajax 
projects such as the Kabuki Ajax Toolkit (AjaxTK) and Dojo, as well as other community efforts. It aims 
to be pluggable with various Ajax toolkits, reduce the need of scripting and solve the development 
challenge as well as application maintenance challenges associated with Ajax programming. 

Thank you for reading ZapThink research! ZapThink is an IT advisory and analysis firm that provides 
trusted advice and critical insight into the architectural and organizational changes brought about by the 
movement to XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our three target audiences of IT 
vendors, service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 
 
Earn rewards for reading ZapThink research! Visit www.zapthink.com/credit and enter the code 
NEXWUNV. We’ll reward you with ZapCredits that you can use to obtain free research, ZapGear, and 
more! For more information about ZapThink products and services, please call us at +1-781-207-0203, 
or drop us an email at info@zapthink.com. 
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Nexaweb Platform 4.5 Availability: Now 
Overview:  
Nexaweb is a software platform for building and deploying Rich Internet 
Applications (RIAs). Nexaweb-powered applications offer the richness of 
a desktop application with the flexibility of the Internet, while leveraging 
existing investments in technology and resources, and enabled Service-
oriented composition of business logic. 
 
Details:  
The Nexaweb solution is offered as a platform consisting of the following 
components: 
 

 Nexaweb Platform – Runtime environment for coordination of 
cross-application integration and scaling. Runs as a Servlet 
within any J2EE application server or Servlet engine, leveraging 
existing technology for scaling, management, and security. The 
Universal Client Framework provides a mechanism for rendering 
client side logic in Ajax, Java, and .NET. With the Internet 
Messaging Bus (IMB) and Event Notification Service (ENS), it 
provides efficient bi-directional communication, transmission 
compression, incremental updates, real-time server push 
stateful persistent sessions and automatic synchronization for 
offline and mobile computing. 

 
 Nexaweb Studio – Eclipse-based design environment for the 

creation of Nexaweb client interfaces. Provides an XML-based, 
declarative, and visual, drag-and-drop style approach to RIA 
development. 

 
Key Differentiators: 

 Universal Client Framework – Provides a zero client-side install 
mechanism for deploying client-side logic into an array of 
consumer technologies without requiring any proprietary code, 
plug-ins, or installation on the client. 

 Low impact server – Nexaweb server-side solution runs as a 
Servlet within any J2EE application server. 

 Standards-based development and controls definition - User 
interface instructions are based on the XML-standard XUL, and 
functionality controlled through XML stylesheets. 

 
Value Proposition:  

 Faster time-to-market with applications through simplified 
development of rich client code that accesses Web Services. 

 Reduced use of system resources by eliminating redundant and 
unnecessary communications between network clients and 
servers. Nexaweb eliminates all but necessary communications 
between client and server.  

 Higher end user productivity by providing applications that look, 
behave and perform the same, regardless of their access means 
and connection. Nexaweb eliminates the need for a different 
Web-based application version, reducing user training and time-
to-productivity.  
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The ZapThink Take 
 
Browser interfaces to composite applications like those of today’s portals are only one example of the 
wide variety of Service consumer applications people are using to leverage the capabilities of Services. 
As today’s software vendors increasingly leverage the power of SOA in their consumer products, 
however, it will become clear that many of today’s diverse applications are examples of a single, broad 
class of consuming application, including desktop applications like spreadsheets, business process 
tools, and RIAs. What, after all, makes a desktop app different from a RIA? Today’s desktop apps 
almost universally access the Internet, and the RIAs people are now building with technologies like 
Ajax, Java, .NET, and Flash to do everything a desktop app can do. A glimpse into the inner workings of 
Windows Vista shows how blurred the distinction between desktop apps and RIAs is becoming, and 
the Java and open source worlds are keeping pace. Soon there will be no salient difference. 

 
There is something much more fundamental going on here than the rise of Ajax and other 
technologies for building a wider variety of applications. Remember, in the Service-oriented world, 
applications are compositions of Services built declaratively. The fact that technologies like Ajax allow 
us to leverage a page metaphor, a streaming media metaphor, or a rich application metaphor 
whenever appropriate breaks down the walls between one application and another, and even makes it 
impossible to count the number of applications in any situation. If every Web page is an application, 
and stringing several Web pages together is also an application, then what is an application, and how 
many applications do you have? 
 
In this vein, companies like Nexaweb are continuing to evolve and pioneer the notion of the 
application and its usability in the face of ongoing change and architectural evolution. As companies 
desire richer interaction between their Service-oriented applications and the users of those 
applications, rich client solutions such as those by Nexaweb will continue to gain prominence in the 
enterprise.  
 

About Nexaweb 
 

Profile: Nexaweb January 2007 
Date Founded:  February 2000 
Funding:  

Privately-held. Venture-backed: Egan-Managed Capital, Masthead 
Venture Partners, and Velocity Equity Partners. 

Employees:  N/A 
CEO:  Chris Heidelberger 
Products: 

Nexaweb Platform 
Nexaweb Studio 

Address: 
One Van de Graaff Drive 
Burlington, MA 01803 

URL:  http://www.nexaweb.com 
Main Phone:  781-345-5500 
Contact:  Jonathan Daly 

jdaly@nexaweb.com 
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About ZapThink, LLC 

ZapThink is an IT advisory and analysis firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight 
into the architectural and organizational changes brought about by the movement to XML, 
Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our three target audiences of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 

ZapThink helps its customers in three ways: by helping companies understand IT products 
and services in the context of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and the vision of Service 
Orientation, by providing guidance into emerging best practices for Web Services and SOA 
adoption, and by bringing together all our audiences into a network that provides business 
value and expertise to each member of the network.  

ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT vendors and professional services firms that offer 
XML and Web Services-based products and services in order to help them understand their 
competitive landscape, plan their product roadmaps, and communicate their value 
proposition to their customers within the context of Service Orientation.  

ZapThink provides guidance and expertise to professional services firms to help them grow 
and innovate their services as well as promote their capabilities to end-users and vendors 
looking to grow their businesses.  

ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users who are seeking guidance and 
clarity into the best practices for planning and implementing SOA, including how to assemble 
the available products and services into a coherent plan. 

ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for XML, Web Services, 
and SOA by vendors, end-users, and the press. Respected for their candid, insightful opinions, 
they are in great demand as speakers, and have presented at conferences and industry 
events around the world. They are among the most quoted industry analysts in the IT industry, 
and their recent book, Service Orient or Be Doomed!, is the leading book on the business 
concept of Service Orientation. 

ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Baltimore, Maryland. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms and government organizations, as well as many 
emerging businesses. Its analysts have worked at such firms as IDC, marchFIRST, and 
ChannelWave, and have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as 
RosettaNet, UDDI, and ebXML. 

Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how SOA will impact your business or organization. 
 
ZAPTHINK CONTACT: 
ZapThink, LLC 
108 Woodlawn Road 
Baltimore, MD 21210 
Phone: +1 (781) 207 0203 
Fax: +1 (786) 524 3186  
info@zapthink.com 
www.zapthink.com  
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